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Abstract
We present a new transformation of -terms into continuation-passing style (CPS). This
transformation operates in one pass and is both compositional and !rst-order. Previous CPS
transformations only enjoyed two out of the three properties of being !rst-order, one-pass, and
compositional, but the new transformation enjoys all three properties. It is proved correct di-
rectly by structural induction over source terms instead of indirectly with a colon translation,
as in Plotkin’s original proof. Similarly, it makes it possible to reason about CPS-transformed
terms by structural induction over source terms, directly.
The new CPS transformation connects separately published approaches to the CPS transfor-
mation. It has already been used to state a new and simpler correctness proof of a direct-style
transformation, and to develop a new and simpler CPS transformation of control-9ow informa-
tion.
c© 2002 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The transformation into continuation-passing style (CPS) is an encoding of arbitrary
-terms into an evaluation-order-independent subset of the -calculus [31,37]. As al-
ready reviewed by Reynolds [36], continuations and the CPS transformation share a
long history. The CPS transformation was !rst formalized by Plotkin [31], and !rst used
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in practice by Steele, in the !rst compiler for the Scheme programming language [41].
Unfortunately, its direct implementation as a rewriting system yields extraneous redexes
known as administrative redexes. For example, the term x:xx is CPS-transformed into
k:k (x:k:(k:k x) (x0:(k:k x) (x1:x0x1 k))):
The CPS-transformed term contains two administrative redexes: the two applications
of k:k x. Reducing them yields two more administrative redexes:
k:k (x:k:(x0:((x1:x0 x1 k) x) x):
Administrative redexes interfere both with proving the correctness of a CPS trans-
formation [31] and with using it in a compiler [23,41]. At the turn of the 1990s, two
9avors of “one-pass” CPS transformations that contract administrative redexes at trans-
formation time were developed. One 9avor is compositional and higher-order, using a
functional accumulator [1,10,43]. The other is non-compositional and !rst-order, using
evaluation contexts [39]. They have both been proved correct and are used in compilers
as well as to reason about CPS programs. Getting back to the example above, these
one-pass CPS transformations directly map the term x:xx into
k:k (x:k:x x k);
which contains no administrative redexes.
Because the existing one-pass CPS transformations are either higher-order or non-
compositional, their correctness proofs are complicated, and so is reasoning about CPS-
transformed programs. In this article, we present a one-pass CPS transformation that
is both compositional and !rst-order and therefore is simple to prove correct and to
reason about. It is also more eIcient in practice.
Overview: The rest of this article is structured as follows. We present three deriva-
tions of our !rst-order, one-pass, and compositional CPS transformation. We derive
it from the higher-order one-pass CPS transformation (Section 2), from Sabry and
Wadler’s non-compositional CPS transformation (Section 3), and from Steele’s
two-pass CPS transformation (Section 4). We also prove its correctness with a
simulation theorem Ja la Plotkin (Section 5).
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We then analyze the process of reasoning about CPS-transformed programs, depend-
ing on which kind of CPS transformation is used (Section 6). Finally, we conclude
(Section 7).
Prerequisites: The syntax of the -calculus is as follows. We follow the tradi-
tion of distinguishing between trivial and serious terms. This distinction originates
in Reynolds’s work [37] and has been used by Moggi to distinguish between values
and computations [25].
e ::= t | s e ∈ Exp (terms);
t ::= x | x:e t; K ∈ Val (trivial terms; i:e: values);
s ::= e0 e1 s ∈ Comp (serious terms; i:e: computations);
x; k ∈ Ide (identi!ers):
We identify terms modulo 
-equivalence, i.e. modulo renaming of bound variables.
2. From higher-order to rst-order
We start from a one-pass, compositional, and higher-order CPS transformation and
we make it !rst order.
2.1. A higher-order speci9cation
Fig. 1 displays a higher-order, one-pass, compositional CPS transformation. Trans-
formation-time abstractions ( N) and applications (in!x N@) are overlined. Underlined
abstractions (  ) and applications (in!x @N ) are hygienic syntax constructors, i.e. they
generate terms with fresh variables.
The transformation is de!ned with !ve functions:
• E is applied to terms in tail position [3] and E′ to terms appearing in non-tail
position; they are otherwise similar.
• S is applied to serious terms in tail position and S′ to terms appearing in non-tail
position; they are otherwise similar.
• T is applied to trivial terms.
A term e is CPS-transformed into the result of reducing the transformation-time ab-
stractions and applications in  k:E<e= N@k.
2.2. Circumventing the functional accumulator
Let us analyze the function spaces in Fig. 1. All the calls to E, S, E′, and S′ are
fully applied and thus these functions could as well be uncurried. The resulting CPS
transformation is only higher-order because of the functional accumulator used in E′
and S′. Let us circumvent it.
A simple control-9ow analysis of the uncurried CPS transformation tells us that
while both E and E′ invoke T;T only invokes E, E only invokes S, and S only
invokes E′ while E′ and S′ invoke each other. The following diagram illustrates these
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E : Expr→ Ide→ Comp
E<t= = Nk:k @N T<t=
E<s= = Nk:S<s= N@ k
S : Comp→ Ide→ Comp
S<e0 e1= = Nk:E′<e0= N@ ( Nx0:E′<e1= N@ ( Nx1: x0 @N x1 @N k))
T : Val→Val
T<x= = x
T<x:e= =  x:  k:E<e= N@ k
E′ : Expr→ (Val→ Comp)→ Comp
E′<t= = N: N@T<t=
E′<s= = N:S′<s= N@ 
S′ : Comp→ (Val→ Comp)→ Comp
S′<e0 e1= = N:E′<e0= N@ ( Nx0:E′<e1= N@ ( Nx1: x0 @N x1 @N (  x2: N@ x2)))
Fig. 1. Higher-order one-pass CPS transformation.
relationships.
Therefore, if we could prevent S from calling E′, both E′ and S′ would become dead
code, and only E; S, and T would remain.
Let us unfold the de!nition of S and reason by inversion, i.e. by enumerating all the
possibilities. The four following cases occur. (We only detail the transformation-time
-reductions in the !rst case.)
S<t0 t1= N@ k =def E′<t0= N@ ( Nx0:E′<t1= N@ ( Nx1:x0 @N x1 @N k))
=def ( Nx0:E′<t1= N@ ( Nx1:x0 @N x1 @N k)) N@T<t0=
→ E′<t1= N@ ( Nx1:T<t0= @N x1 @N k)
=def ( Nx1:T<t0= @N x1 @N k) N@T<t1=
→ T<t0= @N T<t1= @N k;
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S<t0 s1= N@ k =S′<s1= N@ ( Nx1:T<t0= @N x1 @N k);
S<s0 t1= N@ k =S′<s0= N@ ( Nx0:x0 @N T<t1= @N k);
S<s0 s1= N@ k =S′<s0= N@ ( Nx0:S′<s0= N@ ( Nx1:x0 @N x1 @N k)):
This analysis makes explicit all of the functions  that S passes to S′. By de!nition
of S′, we also know where these functions are applied: in the two-level eta-redex
 x2: N@x2. We can take advantage of this knowledge by invoking S rather than S′,
extend its domain to Comp→Exp→Comp, and pass it the result of eta-expanding .
The result reads as follows:
S<t0 t1= N@ k =T<t0= @N T<t1= @N k;
S<t0 s1= N@ k =S<s1= N@ (  x1:T<t0= @N x1 @N k);
S<s0 t1= N@ k =S<s0= N@ (  x0:x0 @N T<t1= @N k);
S<s0 s1= N@ k =S<s0= N@ (  x0:S<s1= N@ (  x1:x0 @N x1 @N k)):
In this derived transformation, E′ and S′ are no longer used. Since they are the only
higher-order components of the uncurried CPS transformation, the derived transforma-
tion, while still one-pass and compositional, is !rst-order. Its control-9ow graph can
be depicted as follows:
The resulting CPS transformation is shown in Fig. 2. Since it is !rst-order, there are no
overlined abstractions and applications—all abstractions and applications are underlined.
Therefore, for notational simplicity, we omit all underlines as well as the in!x @. A
term e is CPS-transformed into k:E<e=k.
This !rst-order CPS transformation is compositional (in the sense of denotational se-
mantics) because on the right-hand side, all recursive calls are on proper sub-parts of
the left-hand side term [44, p. 60]. One could say, however, that it is not purely de!ned
by recursive descent, since S is de!ned by cases on immediate sub-terms, using a sort
of structural look-ahead. (A change of grammar would solve that problem, though.)
The main cost incurred by the inversion step above is that in general it requires 2n
clauses for a source term with n sub-terms that need to be considered (e.g., a tuple).
3. From non-compositional to compositional
We start from a one-pass, !rst order, and non-compositional CPS transformation and
we make it compositional.
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E : Expr × Ide→Comp
E<t= k = k T<t=
E<s= k = S<s= k
S : Comp× Expr→Comp
S<t0 t1=K = T<t0=T<t1= K
S<t0 s1=K = S<s1= ( x1:T<t0= x1 K)
S<s0 t1=K = S<s0= ( x0:x0 T<t1= K)
S<s0 s1=K = S<s0= ( x0:S<s1= ( x1:x0 x1 K))
T : Val→Val
T<x= = x
T<x:e= = x:k:E<e= k
Fig. 2. First-order one-pass CPS transformation.
3.1. A non-compositional speci9cation
The !rst edition of Essentials of Programming Languages [18] dedicated a chapter
to the CPS transformation, with the goal to be as intuitive and pedagogical as possi-
ble and to produce CPS terms similar to what one would write by hand. This CPS
transformation inspired Sabry and Felleisen to design a radically diQerent CPS transfor-
mation based on evaluation contexts that produces a remarkably compact output due
to an extra reduction rule, lift [11,39]. Sabry and Wadler then simpli!ed this CPS
transformation [40, Fig. 18], e.g., by omitting lift . This simpli!ed CPS transformation
now forms the basis of the chapter on the CPS transformation in the second edition
of Essentials of Programming Languages [19].
Using the same notation as in Fig. 2, Sabry and Wadler’s CPS transformation reads
as follows. A term e is CPS-transformed into k:E<e=, where
E<e==S<e= k;
S<t=K =KT<t=;
S<t0 t1=K =T<t0=T<t1=K;
S<t0 s1=K =T<s1= (x1:S<t0 x1=K);
S<s0 e1=K =S<s0= (x0:S<x0 e1=K);
T<x== x;
T<x:e== x:k:E<e=:
For each serious term s with a serious immediate sub-term s′; S recursively traverses
s′ with a new continuation. In this new continuation, s′ is replaced by a fresh vari-
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able (i.e. a trivial immediate sub-term) in s. The result, now with one less serious
immediate sub-term, is transformed recursively. The idea was the same in Sabry and
Felleisen’s context-based CPS transformation [39, De!nition 5], which we study else-
where [12,14,27].
These CPS transformations hinge on a unique free variable k and also they are
not compositional. For example, on the right-hand side of the de!nition of S just
above, some recursive calls are on terms that are not proper sub-parts of the left-
hand side term. The input program changes dynamically during the transformation,
and correspondingly, termination is proved using a size argument [39, De!nition 6]. In
contrast, a compositional transformation entails a simpler termination proof by structural
induction.
3.2. Eliminating the non-compositionality
Sabry and Wadler’s CPS transformation can be made compositional through the
following unfolding steps.
Unfolding S in S<t0 x1=K : The result is T<t0=T<x1=K , which is equivalent to T<t0=
x1K .
Unfolding S in S<x0 e1=K : Two cases occur (thus splitting this clause for S into
two).
• If e1 is a value (call it t1), the result is T<x0=T<t1=K , which is equivalent to T<t1=K .
• If e1 is a computation (call it s1), the result is S<s1= (x1:S<x0 x1=K). Unfolding
the inner occurrence of S yields S<s1= (x1:T<x0=T<x1=K), which is equivalent to
S<s1=(x1: x0 x1 K).
The resulting unfolded transformation is compositional. It also coincides with the de!-
nition of S in Fig. 2 and thus connects the two approaches to the CPS transformation
that have been separately reported in the literature.
4. From two passes to one pass
We start from a !rst-order, compositional, and two-pass CPS transformation and we
make it operate in one pass.
4.1. A two-pass speci9cation
Plotkin’s CPS transformation [31] can be phrased as follows.
C<t= = k:k (t)
C<e0 e1= = k:C<e0= (x0:C<e1= (x1:x0 x1k))
(x) = x
(x:e) = x:C<e=
As illustrated in Section 1, a direct implementation of this transformation yields CPS
terms containing a mass of administrative redexes that need to be contracted in a
second pass [41].
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4.2. A colon translation for proving simulation
Plotkin’s simulation theorem shows a correspondence between reductions in the
source program and in the transformed program. To this end, he introduced the so-called
“colon translation” to bypass the initial administrative reductions of a CPS-transformed
term.
The colon translation makes it possible to focus on the reduction of the abstractions
inherited from the source program. The simulation theorem is shown by relating each
reduction step, as depicted by the following diagram:
The bottom arrow points to the middle of another arrow to express that reduction
in general yields a term that results from the administrative reduction of a CPS-
transformed term and that can be further administratively reduced.
The colon translation is itself a CPS transformation. It transforms a source term and a
continuation into a CPS term; this CPS term is the one that appears after contracting the
initial administrative redexes of the CPS-transformed term applied to the continuation.
In other words, if we write the colon translation of the term e and the continuation K
as e : K , then the following holds: C<e=K ∗→ e : K .
The colon translation can be derived from the CPS transformation by predicting the
result of the initial administrative reductions from the structure of the source term.
For example, a serious term of the form t0 e1 is CPS-transformed into k:(k:k(t0))
(x0:C<e1= (x1:x0 x1k)). Applying this CPS term to a continuation enables the following
administrative reductions:
(k:(k:k (t0) (x0:C<e1= (x1:x0 x1 k)))K
→(k:k (t0)) (x0:C<e1= (x1:x0 x1 K))
→(x0:C<e1=(x1:x0 x1 K))(t0)
→ C<e1= x1:(t0) x1 K:
The result is a smaller term that can be CPS-transformed recursively. This insight leads
one to Plotkin’s colon translation, as follows:
t : K = K (t);
t0 t1 : K = (t0)(t1)K;
t0 s1 : K = s1 : (x1:(t0) x1 K);
s0 e1 : K = s0 : (x0:C<e1=(x1:x0 x1 K)):
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4.3. Merging CPS transformation and colon translation
For Plotkin’s purpose—reasoning about the output of the CPS transformation—
contracting the initial administrative reductions in each step is suIcient. Our goal,
however, is to remove all administrative redexes in one pass. Since the colon transla-
tion contracts some administrative redexes, and thus more than the CPS transformation
alone, further administrative redexes can be contracted by using the colon translation
in place of all occurrences of C.
The CPS transformation is used once in the colon translation and once in the de!ni-
tion of . For consistency, we distinguish two cases in the colon translation, depending
on whether the term is a value or not, and we use the colon translation if it is not a
value. In the de!nition of , we introduce the continuation identi!er and then we use
the colon translation. The resulting extended colon translation reads as follows:
t : K = K (t);
t0 t1 : K = (t0)(t1)K;
t0 s1 : K = s1 : (x1:(t0) x1 K);
s0 t1 : K = s0 : (x0:x0 (t1)K);
s0 s1 : K = s0 : (x0:(s1 : (x1:x0 x1 K)));
(x) = x;
(x:e) = x:k:(e : k):
With a change of notation, this extended colon translation coincides with the !rst-
order one-pass CPS transformation from Fig. 2. In other words, not only does the
extended colon translation remove more administrative redexes than the original one,
but it actually removes as many as the two-pass transformation.
5. A direct proof of Plotkin’s simulation theorem
Plotkin established the correctness proof of the CPS transformation with a simulation
theorem [31]. His proof was indirect in that he used a so-called colon translation to
account for the administrative redexes—a proof technique that has been repeatedly used
in the subsequent literature [20,22,29,38]. 2 In contrast, we present a direct proof of
the simulation theorem for the CPS transformation of Fig. 2. This simulation theorem
is shown by relating each reduction step, as depicted by the following diagram:
But !rst, we formally de!ne a reduction relation on programs.
2 More often, though, administrative redexes are left out in published work [26,45].
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5.1. Reduction rules
We give the reduction relation using evaluation contexts in the style of Felleisen
[17]. The evaluation contexts are given by the following grammar:
E ::= [] |E e | t E:
A context is a term with a hole. We plug the hole of a context E with a term e
(denoted E[e]) as follows:
[][e] = e;
(E e′)[e] = (E[e]) e′;
(t E)[e] = t (E[e]):
This de!nition of evaluation contexts satis!es a unique decomposition property, namely
that any term that is not a value can be decomposed into a context and an application
of values, i.e.
∀s:∃E; t0; t1:s = E[t0 t1]
and this decomposition is unique. Since decomposition is unique, a term can match a
reduction rule in at most one way. Therefore the reduction relation is deterministic.
We then de!ne a reduction relation on terms with the following rule:
E[(x:e)t]→ E[e[t=x]]
where e[t=x] is the usual capture-avoiding substitution of t for free occurrences of x
in e. A term of the form (x:e)t is a redex.
We say that e is reducible if there exists an e′ such that e→ e′. Only the terms of
the form E[(x:e)t] are reducible. We write +→, ∗→, and n→ for the transitive closure,
the re9exive and transitive closure, and the n-times composition of the relation →.
Some computations are not reducible. They are said to be stuck. The set of stuck
terms is exactly those of the form E[xt], i.e. the application of a variable to a
value in an evaluation context. Since decomposition is unique, such a term cannot be
reducible.
A sequence of reductions e0→ e1→ · → en is simply called a reduction sequence
(of e0). A maximal reduction sequence, i.e. either an in!nite one or one ending in a
value or a stuck term, is called a derivation (of e0). Since reduction is deterministic,
there is exactly one derivation of any term.
5.2. A simulation theorem
Plotkin used four lemmas and a colon translation to prove the correctness of his
CPS transformation. Since our CPS transformation already performs the administrative
reductions at transformation time, we do not need to introduce any colon translation
and thus Plotkin’s initial-reduction lemma holds trivially. Therefore, we work directly
with the CPS transformation in the following three lemmas:
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Lemma 1 (Substitution). If e is a term, t a value, x a variable, and K another value
then
(E<e=K)[T<t==x] = E<e[t=x]= (K[T<t==x]):
If e is a term, k is a variable, and K a term then
(E<e=k)[K=k] = E<e=K:
Proof. The !rst equation is proved by induction on the structure of e, following the
de!nition of substitution.
The second equation follows directly from the de!nition of E<e=K .
Lemma 2 (Single-step simulation). The reductions of the transformed program match
the reductions of the source program in the sense that
e → e′ ⇒ E<e=K +→E<e′=K:
Proof. If e→ e′ then there exists a context E, a redex t0 t1, and a term e′′ such
that e = E[t0 t1] and e′ = E[e′′]. The proof, which we omit, is by induction on the
context E.
Lemma 2 accounts for all reducible terms. The following lemma handles the terms
that are stuck.
Lemma 3 (Preservation of stuck terms). If e is stuck (i.e., if it is a computation that
is not reducible) and K is a value, then S<e=K is stuck.
Proof. Since all stuck terms are of the form E[xt], the proof is by induction on E.
Theorem 1 (Simulation). ∀e; v: (∃t:e ∗→ t ∧T<t= = v) ⇔ E<e= x:x ∗→ v:
Proof. Let e and v be given. We consider in turn the two directions of the biimplica-
tion.
1. (∃t:e ∗→ t∧T<t==v)⇒E<e= x:x ∗→ v. We assume (∃t:e ∗→ t∧T<t==v) and we choose
a t such that e ∗→ t and v =T<t=.
From repeated use of Lemma 2, it follows that E<e= x:x ∗→E<t= x:x, and
E<t= x:x = (x:x)T<t=→T<t= = v.
2. E <e= x:x ∗→ v⇒ (∃t:e ∗→ t∧T<t== v). This implication is proved by contraposition,
i.e. we assume that ∃t:e ∗→ t∧T<t= = v fails to hold. This failure can be due to
there being no t such that e ∗→ t or to there being a t such that e ∗→ t but T<t= = v.
Since the relation, →, is deterministic, there can be at most one t such that e ∗→ t.
• We assume that there is no t such that e ∗→ t.
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This can happen in two scenarios: when e diverges, i.e. has an in!nite deriva-
tion, and when it reduces to a stuck term. In either case E<e=x:x has the same
behavior.
◦ e diverges ⇒ E<e= x:x diverges. If a term e diverges, there exists no !nite
number n such that e n→ e′ and e′ is not reducible (i.e. either a value or a
stuck term). That is, for all numbers n there exists a term en such that e
n→ en.
Now, let n be an arbitrary natural number. We consider the sequence e→ e1
→ · · · → en, which exists since e diverges. Then, from Lemma 2 we know
that there is another reduction sequence E<e= x:x +→E<e1= x:x +→ · · · +→E<en=
x:x of length at least n. Therefore E<e= x:x has reduction sequences of arbi-
trary length and thus it diverges as well.
Since E<e= x:x diverges, it cannot be the case that E<e= x:x ∗→ v.
◦ e ∗→ e′ and e′ is stuck ⇒ E<e= x:x ∗→ e′′ and e′′ is stuck.
From repeated use of Lemma 2 we know that E<e= x:x ∗→E<e′= x:x, and from
Lemma 3 we know that E<e′= x:x is stuck.
Since a stuck term cannot be a value, it cannot be the case that E<e= x:x
∗→ v.
• We assume that e ∗→ t but T<t= = v.
From repeated use of Lemma 2 we know that E<e= x:x ∗→E<t= x:x, and by def-
inition E<t= x:x→T<t=. Since T<t= = v, it cannot be the case that E<e= x:x ∗→ v.
These cases prove the contraposition of the second implication.
Together these two directions prove the simulation theorem.
6. Reasoning about CPS-transformed programs
How to go about proving properties of CPS-transformed programs depends on which
kind of CPS transformation was used. In this section, we review each of them in turn,
and we examine to which extent one can reason about CPS-transformed programs
by structural induction over source programs (i.e. over programs prior to the CPS
transformation).
We use two running examples: (1) proving that the CPS transformation yields well-
formed CPS terms, i.e. terms that satisfy a BNF expressed, e.g., as an ML data type;
and (2) proving that the CPS transformation preserves types [24,42]. (We consider the
simply typed -calculus, with a typing judgment of the form e : .)
6.1. A higher-order one-pass CPS transformation
Danvy and Filinski used a typing argument to prove that their one-pass CPS trans-
formation is well-de!ned [10, Theorem 1]. To prove the corresponding simulation the-
orem, they used a notion of schematic continuations. Since then, for the same purpose,
we have developed a higher-order analogue of Plotkin’s colon translation [13,27].
Proving structural properties of CPS programs is not completely trivial. Matching the
higher-order nature of the one-pass CPS transformation, a logical relation is needed,
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e.g., to prove ordering properties of CPS terms [9,15,16]. (The analogy between these
ordering properties and substitution properties of linear -calculi has prompted Polakow
and Pfenning to develop an ordered logical framework [32–34].) A logical relation
amounts to structural induction at higher types. Therefore, it is crucial that the higher-
order one-pass CPS transformation be compositional.
The CPS transformation yields well-formed terms: To prove well-formedness, it is
enough to observe that the CPS transformation itself is a well-typed function from the
data type of direct-style terms to the data type of CPS terms.
The CPS transformation preserves types: To prove well-typedness, we proceed by
structural induction on the typing derivation of the source term (or by structural induc-
tion on the source term), together with a logical relation on the functional accumulator.
6.2. A 9rst-order two-pass CPS transformation
Sabry and Felleisen also considered a two-pass CPS transformation. They used de-
velopments [2, Section 11.2] to prove that it is total [39, Proposition 2].
To prove structural properties of simpli!ed CPS programs, one can (1) characterize
the property prior to simpli!cation, and (2) prove that simpli!cations preserve the prop-
erty. Danvy took these steps to prove occurrence conditions of continuation identi!ers
[8], and so did Damian and Danvy to characterize the eQect of the CPS transformation
on control 9ow and binding times [4,6]. It is Polakow’s thesis that an ordered logical
framework provides a good support for stating and proving such properties [32,35].
The CPS transformation yields well-formed terms: To prove well-formedness, it is
enough to observe that the !rst pass of the CPS transformation is a well-typed function
from the data type of direct-style terms to the data type of CPS terms, and that the
grammar of CPS terms is closed under administrative reduction.
The CPS transformation preserves types: To prove well-typedness, we !rst proceed
by structural induction on the typing derivation of the source term. (It is thus crucial
that the CPS transformation be compositional.) For the second pass, we need to show
that the administrative contractions preserve the typeability and the type of the result.
But this follows from the subject reduction property of the simply typed -calculus.
6.3. A 9rst-order one-pass CPS transformation
The proof in Section 5 follows the spirit of Plotkin’s original proof [31] but is more
direct since it does not require a colon translation.
A !rst-order CPS transformation makes it possible to prove structural properties of
a CPS-transformed program by structural induction on the source program. We !nd
these proofs noticeably simpler than the ones mentioned in Section 6.1. For two other
examples, Damian and Danvy have used the present !rst-order CPS transformation
to develop a CPS transformation of control-9ow information [5] that is simpler than
existing ones [4,6,30], and Nielsen has used it to present a new and simpler correctness
proof of a direct-style transformation [27,28].
Again, for structural induction to go through, it is crucial that the CPS transformation
be compositional.
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The CPS transformation yields well-formed terms: To prove well-formedness, it is
enough to observe that the CPS transformation is a well-typed function from the data
type of direct-style terms to the data type of CPS terms.
The CPS transformation preserves types: To prove well-typedness, we proceed by
structural induction on the typing derivation of the source term.
6.4. Non-compositional CPS transformations
Sabry and Felleisen’s proofs are by induction on the size of the source program
[39, Appendix A, p. 337]. Proving that a CPS-transformed term is well formed and
proving that it is well typed require a substitution lemma.
In their study of the computational -calculus c, Sabry and Wadler specify a
translation from c to a simpli!ed monadic calculus [40, Fig. 8]. This translation is
non-compositional in the same sense that the CPS transformation of Section 3.1 is
non-compositional. Sabry and Wadler, however, state that they proved properties of
this translation (Parts (1) and (2) of Proposition 5.3) by structural induction over its
input, which must have required unfolding steps similar to those of Section 3.2. In any
case, their translation can be made compositional by following the same steps as in
Section 3.2, which enables a direct proof by structural induction.
7. Conclusion and issues
7.1. The big picture
Elsewhere [11,12,14], we have developed further connections between higher-order
and context-based one-pass CPS transformations. The overall situation is summarized
in the following diagram:
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This diagram is clearly in two parts: the left part stems from Plotkin’s work and the
right part from the !rst edition of Essentials of Programming Languages. The left-
most part represents the CPS transformation with the colon translation. The vertical line
in the middle represents the path of compositional CPS transformations. The vertical
line on the right represents the path of non-compositional CPS transformations. The
right arrow from the colon translation is our higher-order colon translation [13]. The
upper arrows between the left part and the right part of the diagram correspond to our
work on -redexes [11], defunctionalization [12], and refocusing in syntactic theories
[14].
The present work links the left part and the right part of the diagram further.
7.2. Scaling up
Our derivation of a !rst-order, one-pass CPS transformation generalizes to other
evaluation orders, e.g., call-by-name. (Indeed each evaluation order gives rise to a
diQerent CPS transformation [21].) The CPS transformation also scales up to the usual
syntactic constructs of a programming language such as primitive operations, tuples,
conditional expressions, and sequencing.
A practical problem, however, arises for block structure, i.e. let- and letrec-express-
ions. For example, a let-expression is CPS-transformed as follows (extending Fig. 1).
S<let x = e1 in e2== Nk:E<e1= N@ (  x:E<e2= N@ k);
S′<let x = e1 in e2== N:E′<e1= N@ (  x:E′<e2= N@ ):
In contrast to Section 2.2, the call site of the functional accumulator (i.e. where it
is applied) cannot be determined in one pass with !nite look-ahead. This information
is context sensitive because  can be applied in arbitrarily deeply nested blocks. We
do not see how a !rst-order one-pass CPS transformation can 9atten nested blocks in
general if it is also to be compositional.
To 9atten nested blocks, one can revert to a non-compositional CPS transformation,
to a two-pass CPS transformation, or to a higher-order CPS transformation. Elsewhere
[11], we have shown that such a higher-order, compositional, and one-pass CPS trans-
formation is dependently typed; its type depends on the nesting depth.
In the course of this work, and in the light of Section 3.2, we have conjectured
that the problem of block structure should also apply to a !rst-order one-pass CPS
transformation such as Sabry and Wadler’s. This is the topic of the next section.
7.3. A shortcoming
Sabry and Wadler’s transformation [40] also handles let expressions (extending the
CPS transformation of Section 3.1):
S<let x = e1 in e2=K =S<e1= (x:S<e2=K):
If we view this equation as the result of circumventing a functional accumulator, we
can see that it assumes this accumulator never to be applied. But it is easy to construct
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a source term where the accumulator would need to be applied—e.g., the following
one.
S<t0 (let x = t1 in t2)=K =S<(let x = t1 in t2)=(x1:T<t0= x1 K)
=S<t1=(x:S<t2= (x1:T<t0= x1 K))
=S<t1=(x:(x1:T<t0= x1 K)T<t2=)
= (x:(x1:T<t0= x1 K)T<t2=)T<t1=:
The resulting term is semantically correct, but syntactically it contains an extraneous
administrative redex, namely (x1:T<t0=K)T<t2=.
In contrast, a higher-order one-pass CPS transformation yields the following more
compact term, corresponding to what one might write by hand (with the provision that
one usually writes a let expression rather than a -redex).
S<t0 (let x = t1 in t2)=k =(x:T<t0=T<t2= k)T<t1=:
The CPS transformation of the second edition of Essentials of Programming Lan-
guages inherits this shortcoming for non-tail let expressions containing computations
in their header (i.e. for non-simple let expressions that are not in tail position, to use
the terminology of the book).
7.4. Summary and conclusion
We have presented a one-pass CPS transformation that is both !rst-order and com-
positional. This CPS transformation makes it possible to reason about CPS-transformed
programs by structural induction over source programs. Its correctness proof (i.e. the
proof of its simulation theorem) is correspondingly very simple. Elsewhere [28], the
second author presents a new and simpler correctness proof of the converse transforma-
tion, i.e. the direct-style transformation [7]. Finally, this new CPS transformation has
enabled Damian and Danvy to de!ne a one-pass CPS transformation of control-9ow
information [4,5].
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